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Our Commitment to Anti-Racism, Equity, and 
Justice

Our Vison
Sustainable food systems where people and planet thrive.

As a majority white organization working in the food movement, we acknowledge that we 
have been complicit in the systematic oppression of Indigenous food systems and BIPOC 
food leaders. We honestly and humbly recognize this uncomfortable truth and are actively 
seeking ways to learn from and be proactive allies for all farm folks and city folks, specifically 
Black, Indigenous, and other people of colour. 

We are seeking ways to use our networks, relationships, and resources to amplify the work 
of food leaders and seed sovereignty advocates that have been historically ignored in our 
colonial food system. Our staff and board are committed to doing the necessary work to 
help FarmFolk CityFolk be an organization that not only strives for sustainable food systems 
in BC, but one that also makes equity and justice inextricable parts of that mission. 

We are learning, and have a long way to go. Please join us on this journey.

We respectfully acknowledge our work takes place on the unceded and sovereign 
Indigenous territories within the colonial borders of British Columbia.

Our Agricultural Mission
We strive for a more resilient, productive, and viable food system in which farmers are 
supported to grow their food in ways that mitigate climate change and protect biodiversity. 
To that end, we support regenerative and climate-friendly agriculture in livestock and crop 
production. We believe that all farmers across all of BC’s agricultural sectors—livestock, 
poultry, dairy, vegetable, berry, nut, and fruit—can positively contribute toward a resilient, 
low-carbon, food system in BC. Our programming offers regionally specific support and 
engages with farmers across the province—from Vancouver Island to the Kootenays, the 
Southern Okanagan to the North. 

Resilient food systems start with resilient seeds. We support local seed production and seed 
security by providing seed education, skills training, and infrastructure to BC farmers and 
growers to increase the production of high-quality seed. Seed security will allow BC farmers 
to grow food from seed that has been bred for local conditions, has been adapted to the 
local climate, requires fewer carbon-intensive inputs (e.g. synthetic fertilizers), and protects 
crop diversity.

Our Mission
We connect, empower, and inspire people to strengthen BC’s sustainable food systems. 

FarmFolk CityFolk is a registered Canadian charity founded in British Columbia, Canada in 
1993. 

Charitable Tax Number BN 89223 1572 RR0001

Land Acknowledgement
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changes.  They embraced the sometimes 
chaotic nature of our shifting programs and 
trusted that we were still moving towards our 
mission.  They also trusted me to adapt to a very 
different financial situation than what we had 
budgeted and planned for after having to cancel 
our largest fundraising event.  Thank you to each 
and every board member who stuck with us this 
year while adapting personally to the pandemic 
as well.

Overall, FarmFolk has come through this 
pandemic stronger than ever.  We courageously 
stepped up to respond to emerging interest in 
local and sustainable food systems, and will 
continue to do so in years to come.

Anita Georgy  
Executive Director 

I’m writing this message in spring 2021, while 
BC is in the third wave of the COVID-19 
pandemic. This time last year, we were all 
coming to grips with some major changes that 
impacted everyone. It was the first time this 
generation has faced the possibility of empty 
grocery stores and it made us all realize how 
important short, secure food chains are. We 
realized that farm workers are essential, as are 
farmers, and that having a secure supply of 
vegetables - either through a CSA or a backyard 
garden - is indeed very important.  

I am so incredibly proud of how the staff 
team adapted to the pandemic.  They quickly 
adapted to working from home which required 
us to implement some new operating systems 
at lightning speed.  They cancelled all public 
events and learned new digital tools overnight.  
They found so many ways to listen to the 
community and respond to emerging needs. 
They worked hard, were creative and resourceful, 
and accomplished so much. Thank you all.

I am also very grateful for the board of directors.  
Some folks joined us mid-way through the year 
as we were in the midst of radical operational 

Message from 
our Executive 
Director
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2020 was an unprecedented year that required 
our team to react and respond to the challenges 
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
We knew immediately that the work we do 
to connect, empower, and inspire people to 
strengthen BC’s sustainable food systems was 
vital. The pandemic highlighted weaknesses 
and tragic vulnerabilities in our existing food 
systems, much like the damage that can be 
inflicted by the climate crisis. 

Our strategic plan priorities did not waiver. 
We continued to empower and advocate for 
BC farmers, inspire and equip people to eat 
food that nourishes them and the planet, 
and maximize our impact through robust 
communications and operations. 

This is a time for transformation. We all have the 
opportunity to adjust to a new normal and learn 
how everyday actions impact the environment. 
Through our Climate Solutions program, we 
worked to inspire eaters and farmers. We 
illustrated the link between food choices and 
climate change; how the actions of individuals 
can become the power of many. We shared 
stories and experiences from BC farmers to 
celebrate their climate-friendly practices and 
the positive benefits on their farms. Farmers are 

on the frontlines of climate change and are our 
climate heroes. 

In 2020, we were also excited to launch a 
Strategic Planning Task Force which will allow 
us the opportunity to regularly check in on 
our strategic direction and ensure that it is 
aligned with the challenges at present. This also 
presented us with an opportunity to begin the 
process of developing organizational values - 
something that 2020 helped us to identify as 
missing from our work. These core values will 
allow us to ground our work for years to come 
and our dedicated board and staff have been 
eagerly participating in the process. We look 
forward to sharing these with you soon.

The Board is grateful to our Executive Director, 
Anita, for rising to the challenges and realizing 
the opportunities of 2020. We are thankful for 
her leadership and her passionate commitment 
to BC’s sustainable and resilient food systems. 
The Board would also like to recognize and give 
thanks to our staff, contractors, and volunteers. 

Jessica Latus
President

Report from 
the Board of 
Directors

“The pandemic highlighted 
weaknesses and tragic 

vulnerabilities in our 
existing food systems”

- Jessica Latus



Board of Directors

Our Team

Anita Georgy, Executive Director
Tiffany Hilman, Grants Advisor
Abra Brynne, Policy Advisor
Nat Marshik, Bookkeeper
Tallulah Winkelman, Office Manager
David Catzel, BC Seed Security Program Manager
Keely Nixon, BC Seed Security Program Coordinator
Carla Hick, BC Seed Security Program Coordinator (Interior BC)
Stephanie Benoit, BC Seed Security Program Coordinator
Siri Van Gruen, Seed Farm Assistant
Julia Zado, Engagement Manager
Emily Lorenz, Engagement Coordinator
Koy Tayler, Communications Coordinator 
Bennett Whitnell, Marketing Coordinator 
Kate Hodgson, Digital Events Coordinator
Kristen Endacott, Seed Security Program Assistant
Michael Marrapese, IT & Communications Specialist
Sarah Hughes, Vancouver Island Feast Coordinator 
Bryan Tasaka, Metro Vancouver Feast Coordinator 
Alison Love, Okanagan Feast Coordinator 

Jessica Latus, MSc,
President

Kent Mullinix, PhD, 
Director

Kelly Chan, CPA, CA,
Treasurer

Adebusola (Debbie) 
Oyenuga, MSc, 
Director

Jennifer Freeman,
Secretary

Lisa Powell, Phd,
Director

Natasha Asselstine, 
Director

Dan Straker, MRM, 
Director

Randall Coleman,
Director

Yuko Suda, P.Eng.,
Director

Heather Hood,
Vice Chair

Gillian Watt, BScAg., MBA, 
Director

Linda Nowlan,
Director

Hardeep Purewall,
Director
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Strengthening CSA’s
In 2020 we delivered a survey to BC farmers to 
help us understand how the global pandemic 
was affecting their operations. With limited 
sales channels as a result of the pandemic, 
farmers expressed a desire to sell or advertise 
online through Community Supported 
Agriculture (CSA).

Our Strengthening Community Supported 
Agriculture program is a direct response to 
farmers’ need for support to market their 
produce through sustainable sales channels. In 
this inaugural year, we began developing and 
delivering farmer targeted activities such as a 
series of webinars that discuss several topics 
around CSA’s; an online network that connects 

farmers and provides ongoing space for CSA 
mentorship; and an interactive online resource 
advertising CSA programs across the province.

Our coordinated set of educational 
opportunities target farmers with the purpose 
of supporting local, sustainable food systems. 
Promoting these systems can minimize risks 
associated with a dependence on the global 
food system, improve diets, and support 
regional economies. 

Introduced six-part webinar 
series
 
47 farmers joined our ‘CSA 
Farmers of British Columbia’ 
Facebook group

Unique page views for the CSA 
Listing Page increased by 150% 
in 2020 compared to 2019

Photo by Farmers on 57th

We continue to support several community farms initiatives. Through the Community Farms 
Endowment Fund we were again able to support the Glen Valley Organic Farm Co-op, and the 
Foodlands Co-op in 2020. We also continue to steward the Lohbrunner Farm in collaboration with 
the Lohbrunner Community Farm Co-op.

Community Farms

Lohbrunner Farm Report
2020 and the Covid-19 pandemic was a year 
that brought many unforeseen challenges 
across the globe, and, like people, organisations, 
and businesses everywhere, Lohbrunner 
Community Farm Co-op (LCFC) adapted and 
changed as necessary with the times.

Because of the many unknowns of last year, 
we put our Soil to Soul Long Table Dinner 
fundraiser, as well as our on-farm summer 
camps for kids on pause. We did, however, “dig 
in” and accomplished a lot, nonetheless.

As previously planned, LCFC’s market farmers 
grew more food on an additional 1/3 of an 
acre of newly opened land, and all the certified 
organic produce we grew last year found 
welcome homes in two greatly expanded 
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) 
programs; feeding roughly 70 more families 
each week than in past years! In addition, our 
farmers market customers showed up in force to 
support us, a local farm in their community.

Joan Varley, our resident cut flower farmer 
also grew an expanded flower garden and 
this was very well received by the community. 
Many folks bought and enjoyed flowers for 
their homes, and we also had volunteers 
come from the community to help build these 
gorgeous creations each week during the floral 
season. Joan generously donates her time 
on this project, and all proceeds go towards 
supporting the operating and loan costs of 

Lohbrunner Community Farm. The flowers 
also add a lot to the farm in terms of pollinator 
habitat, community building through volunteer 
engagement, and beauty. This project is slated 
to continue in 2021 and beyond!

We also expanded our U-pick Pumpkin Patch 
in 2020 and had the most successful Pumpkin 
Fest to date! With Covid-19 protocols in place, 
we brought over 400 people onto the farm over 
2 weekends, and were completely sold out of 
pumpkins and gourds by the end. This event 
was highly popular with local families especially, 
and was deemed a successful fundraiser and 
community building event. LCFC plans to 
expand our pumpkin patch even more in 2021.

In addition, 2020 also saw LCFC complete 
the planting of two 100 foot native plant 
hedgerows, the process of which we began in 
2019. We partnered with Habitat Acquisition 
Trust (HAT) and Saanich Native Plants for this 
exciting project, and are happy to report that 
the plants, which were specifically chosen to 
thrive in seasonal floodplains, are looking good 
after their first winter. We are looking forward to 
seeing what native insects and pollinators they 
bring to our farm! 

So while 2020 was a challenging year, it 
was also a year that brought the community 
together around this small farm, and has us 
ready for another year of exciting growth in 
2021.
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Research & Education Seed Farm

This year marked the first real opportunity to put boots and shovels in the ground at our Research 
and Education Seed Farm. We continued to conduct vegetable seed research and breeding projects 
as part of our goal to increase food system resiliency in BC. Our team undertook numerous field 
preparation and farm clean-up projects as groundwork for our 2020 Citizen Seed (CST) and 
Canadian Organic Vegetable Improvement (CANVOI) trials. We regularly documented and shared 
our efforts through online communications such as newsletter updates and social media posts. 

The global pandemic highlighted the fragility of food security in BC, prompting interest and urgency 
for seeds from home gardeners like never before. Sellers and distributors struggled to fulfill an 
increase in orders upwards of 300%. In an attempt to cope, many companies imposed daily limits, 
delays, and restrictions, with at least one American seed company halting shipments to Canada. The 
simultaneous demand for seeds and difficulty obtaining them highlighted the important work of our 
BC Seed Security Program, and provided new opportunities for us to connect with seed growers and 
savers. 

The Covid-19 crisis has exposed risks to Canada’s food system already threatened by climate 
change, an increasing concentration of the global seed industry, and an alarming loss of agricultural 
biodiversity. BC’s vegetable production is particularly vulnerable because the province heavily relies 
on imported seed, dependent on international supply chains.

This year, we continued to deliver training, mentorship, and infrastructure to new seed growers, and 
conducted collaborative and participatory agricultural research. We engaged with our network of 
farmers and growers across the province to help expand and improve local seed production in ways 
that supported agricultural economic viability, safeguarded seed biodiversity, and increased the 
resiliency of our food system.

BC Seed Security Program

Varieties of crops 
to seed

Varieties of crops

 Different crops 
total

15
25

80

13
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Canadian Organic Vegetable Improvement (CANOVI)

The decentralized design of the Canadian Organic Vegetable Improvement program allowed 
it to continue as normal throughout 2020 despite the global pandemic. Our team and 
program collaborators acted quickly to modify components such as field days and farm 
tours. 

Most of the 16 participating BC farmers conducted trials of multiple crops including 
radicchio, orange storage carrots, red carrots, and rutabaga. Our team grew out three crop 
varieties, and participated in and hosted trial webinars in collaboration with the Bauta 
Family Initiative on Canadian Seed Security. We shared multiple blog posts and numerous 
social media updates of our vegetable crop trials to the public.

Farmer Field Days

Our Farmer Field Days are collaborative peer-to-peer seedy learning experiences we deliver 
several times each year on a range of sites that actively conduct public seed and growing 
trials. We invite partners, fellow growers, and public seed enthusiasts to learn about and 
improve existing seed farming projects throughout the province. Together we ask questions, 
learn, and gather community input to help one another expand vegetable seed growing in 
BC.  

This year, we facilitated multiple Farmer Field Days, in-person and online, that welcomed 
hundreds of participants. Farmers were invited to attend virtual field days through the 
CANOVI program. These events focused on trialing specific crops that included radicchio, 
carrots, and rutabaga, as well as information about seed breeding.



SeedHeads Podcast

As a way to connect and engage with seed growers, breeders, and enthusiasts, we collaborated with 
folks from the Bauta Initiative to produce a pilot podcast series: SeedHeads. The team, including our 
very own Steph Benoit, decided on the central theme of Canadian Heroes with a particular focus on 
seed stories and instructional content. 

The pilot season of SeedHeads includes three English and two French episodes.
You can find the SeedHeads / Les Semeurs podcast on your favourite podcasting app.

Episode 1: Bob Wildfong, part 1

Episode 2: Bob Wildfong, part 2

Épisode 3: Annie Richard

Épisode 5: Richard Favreau

Episode 4: Tiffany Traverse

Citizen Seed Trial

The focus of our 2020 Citizen Seed Trial (CST) was to compare diverse breeding populations 
of watermelon, kale, and tomato. Our team provided 133 home gardeners and growers two seed 
varieties of each crop they signed-up for and asked them to submit their comparative data. We 
engaged with participants through social media and a new blog series exclusive to the trials that 
featured farmers who provided seeds. Our CST Facebook group featured informational posts, polls, 
questions, and other resources to engage participants.

Farmer Quotes

“I think we need more gardeners that are doing more than just being consumers of seeds. 
I think historically gardeners have been the stewards of seeds and I think we need to step 
up and start doing that more. A hundred years ago all gardeners saved their seeds for the 
vast majority of what they grew and hopefully projects like this will stimulate more interest in 

doing that.”

- Sal Dominelli, breeder, Blacktail Mountain Watermelon

“I think it’s the next step forward from the realizing importance of gardening for food 
security. The best comparison I can make is that growing a crop for seed makes you realize 
the importance of seed in the same way that gardening makes you realize the importance of 
food and the hard work that goes into it and gives you respect for the people who are doing 
the work. And it’s great to have people exploring different aspects, and not just sticking 
to their grocery store-style vegetables. It can inspire people into eating even better and 

fresher… I think these are all good things that can happen with these types of projects.”  

- Mel Sylvestre, breeder, Winter Rainbow Kale
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The goal of our mobile seed cleaner is to help growers efficiently scale up seed production in support 
of a thriving BC ecological seed sector that produces high-quality crops at a commercial scale. 
Our 2020 Mobile Seed Cleaner Tour helped many small growers clean their seeds but also inspired 
others to start similar projects in their own regions to further scale up organic seed production 
across the province. Despite initial concerns and ongoing limitations due to the pandemic, our team 
visited eight farms to clean well over 100 seed varieties, from BC’s Interior to the coastal waters of 
Vancouver Island.

Mobile Seed Cleaner Tour

“Covid has shown us how fragile our 
seed supply chain is, and highlighted 
the importance of a resilient local 
seed network. All seed producers 
in our area have been struggling to 
increase our production in order to 
keep up with increased demand. 
Access to the mobile seed cleaner has 
made a huge difference in our ability 
to process seed efficiently, and has 
increased the overall quality of the 
seed we sell.” 

 - Theresa Heinekey, Saanich 
Organics

Seedy Saturday/Sunday Capacity Building

The importance of the Seedy Saturday Capacity Building project was amplified in 2020 with the 
onset of the global pandemic. Unfortunately, initial lockdown restrictions corresponded with the 
peak of the “Seedy Saturday season” and resulted in the cancellation of 15 regularly scheduled 
events in March, and six throughout April and May 2020. 

In response, our team collaborated with Seedy Saturday/Sunday organizers from across BC and 
identified a collective desire to deliver pandemic-friendly events in the 2021 season. We mobilized to 
collaboratively host a provincial, Virtual Seedy Saturday Conference scheduled for the new year.

As with any year, our team promoted independent events through our social media platforms, 
newsletter, and Seedy Saturday calendar. Additionally, we collected event data from 15 gatherings 
that took place before community health orders were put in place. Our team shared information 
such as attendance, vendor fees, and donations with independent organizers for comparison and 
future event planning. This data was also added to our historical records which shows an increase in 
the number of Seedy events across BC since 2008 with the exception of this year due to the global 
pandemic.
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Seed to Food Seed Enterprise Budgets

We launched our Seed to Food program this year as a response to the growing demand for local 
produce and seeds amidst the global pandemic. This program functions to model efficient and 
economical methods of redirecting food by-product of seed production and thus further encourage 
the development of BC’s seed industry. 

In this inaugural year, we salvaged over 1700 lbs of food from our Research and Education Seed 
Farm trials and redistributed it to those who needed it most through our partnership with the Food 
Stash Foundation. 

In late 2020, we began work on a new Seed Enterprise Budget to serve as a template for farmers 
interested in selling food by-products of their seed production. Our team identified a need to create 
standards for seed production in BC and have begun modelling our research and data in ways that 
can help fill this void. This budget will serve as a resource for farmers who currently run or wish to 
start a seed business as part of their operations. Our enterprise budgets help farmers estimate and 
evaluate yields, returns, inputs, and labour hours for individual crop production.

“The fresh produce brought in by FarmFolkCityFolk was always 
greatly appreciated at Food Stash Foundation! We learned 
about the food waste that typically happens in seed production 
and were happy to make use of cull crops and spread the word 
about how, together with FarmFolk City Folk, we were reducing 

that waste.”

- Maddie Hague, Food Stash’s Program Manager

August - December: Over 1700 lbs saved

19 varieties of produce

New food redirection program

Public Seed Events

We respond to numerous requests for our in-house expertise and support at public seed events 
across the country. Events such as seminars, workshops, variety tastings, and open-house 
gatherings are fun and interactive ways to engage people in our vegetable seed research and help 
us determine what crop varieties to breed as part of our Research and Education Seed Farm public 
vegetable trials. This year we continued to collaborate with organizations at independent seed events 
such as our virtual seed saving workshop hosted by the Squamish Climate Action Network.

Additionally, we co-hosted a public tasting event, ‘Bitter Together,’ alongside Chef Andrea Carlson 
and her team at Burdock & Co. The event featured radicchio varieties grown on our farm as part of 
our CANOVI crop trials. Over a three-hour period, guests entered in groups of four to sample eight 
varieties and were given hot and cold radicchio dishes to indulge in.

Our team hosted a pandemic friendly gathering at our Research and Education Seed Farm on this 
year’s Summer Solstice. We conducted a crop evaluation and shared the story of two varieties grown 
on our Farm with Indigenous roots in honour of National Indigenous Peoples’ Day. 

The global pandemic did not damper British Columbian’s desires to learn. The success of our virtual 
public events, once again, demonstrated a collective appetite for seed saving and breeding.
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Climate Solutions

2020 was an exciting and successful year for our Climate Solutions 
team. In its first operational year, our Climate Solutions program set 
in motion three interconnected focus areas previously developed 
by several dozen food organizations, academic institutions, and 
advisors.

Since the beginning of the year, and despite COVID-19, our 
Climate Solutions through Food Systems program has been 
gaining momentum. 

Engaging Eaters

Supporting Farmers & Ranchers

We launched the first story of our eight-part Story Series on Earth Day, April 22nd. The second story 
was released at the beginning of June. Each story uses a ‘Feast/Meal/ Snack/ Bite’ approach to 
release coordinated content across multiple platforms and media. In response to the pandemic, we 
revised our planned content in order to offer timely recommendations for climate-sustainable food 
choices and reducing food waste in the context of COVID-19. We also cancelled all previous plans 
for in-person events.

Supporting Farmers and Ranchers directly connected and collaborated with BC farmers to share 
their climate stories and grow our network of climate-friendly farmers. We released informational 
videos and farmer feature articles that highlighted agricultural climate solutions in practice 
throughout the province. Our four events and six farmer feature articles garnered excellent 
community feedback. The majority of participating farmers said they would implement new climate-
friendly agricultural practices on their land and all said they would recommend attending our 
programming to others. Our collaborations included academics and farming partners such as the 
National Farmers Union.
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Influencing Policy

At the beginning of July, along with a coalition of BC food systems participants, we sent an 
Open Letter to the provincial government offering a range of recommended strategies as ways to 
strengthen direction and programs set for and by the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA). Our set of 
tangible and achievable strategies align with and extend the MOA’s, “Buy, Grow, Feed” mandate that 
is a response to the global pandemic. 

Our recommendations address some of the immediate and long-term food security challenges of 
citizens from both climate change and the pandemic. As food system participants, it is our privilege 
to engage decision-makers in the development and reconstruction of agricultural policies for the 
benefit of people and the planet. 

We are a proud founding and coordinating member of Farmers 
for Climate Solutions; a national coalition that advances the role 
of agriculture in mitigating climate change. Farmers for Climate 
Solutions engages Canadian agriculture stakeholders through 
practical farming solutions, policy recommendations, and supportive 
programming. 

Following its launch, we continued to explore and build formal 
collaborations with additional organizations as a way to express 
that Canada’s progressive agricultural organizations are aligned and 
coordinated in their efforts to support farming communities who 
partake in the climate solution conversation.

Farmers for Climate Solutions

Feast of Fields
Due to the global pandemic, we were not able 
to host our annual Feast of Fields events in 
the Okanagan, Vancouver Island, and Metro 
Vancouver for 2020. Over the past 25 years, we 
have hosted 61 Feasts at 40 different locations 
in four regions. 2020 marked the first year that 
we were unable to host our major local food 
celebration and fundraiser. We are incredibly 
grateful for donors and supporters who stepped 
in to help offset the lost revenue.

Feast of Fields is so much more than a local 
food festival. It is a unique experience that 
highlights the connections between farmers 
and chefs, field and table, and farm folks and 
city folks.

We are incredibly proud of the Feasts we have 
hosted. Over the years the Feast has been 

a showcase of the very best local, seasonal, 
and sustainable ingredients from our farmers, 
ranchers, fishers, and food artisans, paired with 
tasty libations from local vintners, brewers, and 
distillers.

Win Our Windfall Raffle
2020 was the 8th year of our Win Our Windfall Raffle. Despite the year of uncertainty and our 
inability to host Feast of Fields, we raised over $8,000 in unallocated core funding. We were 
met with tremendous support and generosity from both our partners who provided prizes and 
community members who purchased tickets. 

Prizes included four foodie dream vacations to gastronomic destinations across BC provided by folks 
at Spirit Ridge, Spinnakers Brewpub & Guest Houses, Listel Hotel Vancouver, Meat Me, Skipper Otto, 
Tribe ACV, ChopValue, Hippie Snacks, Granola Girl, Hardbite Chips, and Sacred Food Snacks. We 
value the connections and relationships created through this raffle while supporting our important 
programs. Grab your lucky charm ahead of our 9th annual Win Our Windfall Raffle in 2021.
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The Local Food 
Microloan Fund 
While 2019 marked the final year 
of the Local Food Microloan Fund 
program, numerous projects were 
completed this year. Since 2012, we 
have collaborated with the Island 
Chefs’ Collaborative (ICC) and Vancity 
to administer over $250,000 to 55 
local food businesses to scale up their 
operations. These loans helped pay 
for farm infrastructure, technological 
upgrades, business branding, and 
product development for a range of 
food businesses including apiaries, 
dairies, and farms raising everything 
from apples to oysters.

Photo by Lentelus Farms

Our Funders & Sponsors
A sincere thank you to all of our Funders and Sponsors.

Thank you to all of our generous donors who contributed funds in support of our programming. 
There are too many to list here. We could not do this without you!

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors over $100,000
Government of Canada
Vancity

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors  $10,000-$100,000
Abbotsford Community Foundation
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
Clif Bar Family Foundation
ECO Canada
Government of British Columbia, BC Gaming Commission
Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC
Marilynn King
Ministry of Agriculture
Patagonia
Real Estate Foundation of BC
SeedChange (formerly USC)
United Way
Vancouver Foundation
Victoria Foundation
Whole Foods

Funders, Donors, and Sponsors between $1,000 and $10,000
Employment and Social Development Canada
Metro Vancouver Regional District
Persephone Brewing Co.
Sue and Keith Mew Foundation
Susan and Wayne Mew Foundation
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation
University of British Columbia
Withers Family Fund

In Kind Donations
ChopValue
Forage 
GQueues
Granola Girl 
Hardbite Chips
Hippie Snacks
KPU
Listel Hotel 
Meat Me 

Sacred Foods 
Skipper Otto
Spinnakers Gastro Brewpub and Guesthouses 
Victoria 
Spirit Ridge 
Tribe ACV
UBC
UFV
Wisbey’s Veggies
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Statement of Operations &  
Net Assets


